streamscapes Lee source to sea

An Introduction to our Catchment

Where the Lee is young...the rich & complex ecology of the Gearagh

www.streamscapes.ie

“To protect your rivers, protect your mountains.”
- Emperor Yu (1600BC)

Foreword: What is a Catchment?

SAFETY FIRST!!!

When you think of it, we all live in valleys, no matter how steep or broad,

The ‘StreamScapes’ programme involves a hands-on survey of your local landscape and
waterways...safety must always be the underlying concern. If you are undertaking
aquatic survey, remember that all bodies of water are potentially dangerous places.
Slippery stones and banks, broken glass and other rubbish, polluted water courses which
may host disease, poisonous plants, barbed wire in riparian zones, fast moving currents,
misjudging the depth of water, cold temperatures...all of these are hazards to be minded!
If you and your group are planning a visit to a stream, river, canal, or lake for purposes of
assessment, ensure that you have a good ratio of experienced and water-friendly adults
to students, keep clear of danger, and insist on discipline and caution!

and all of our valleys have streams and rivers. From the hills above us to
the sea below, these watercourses make their way across our landscape and
define the Catchment in which we live. Here a mountain stream runs
swiftly and tumbles over waterfalls, there a wide river flows easily past
green fields, through our communities and down to the sea.
In that river, along its banks and into the surrounding landscapes, may be
found a wealth of biodiversity; fish, birds, insects, animals, trees, wild

Welcome to StreamScapes, a dynamic environmental education programme for schools,
community groups, and individual citizens. Undertaking a StreamScapes project will give
you a deeper understanding of:
•
•
•
•
•

How your local (rural or urban) catchment environment functions
How human activities impact upon natural habitats
How high quality freshwater environments reflect wise landscape management
How to achieve best practice in pursuit of livelihood and recreation, and,
How your informed and active participation in environmental stewardship can
improve the quality of life now and for those who will follow

This book, ‘StreamScapes Lee,’ provides information in support of theoretical and
practical Environmental Studies. It is intended for the use of Primary & Secondary School
Students, but may be relevant to Farmers, landowners, or anyone interested in
conserving their local waters, such as Angling Clubs or Tidy Towns Committees. The website
www.streamscapes.ie offers further resources in support of your studies.
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flowers, and people, but only if our waters run pure and clean. For our
Catchment also contains our farms and factories, towns and toilets. We
need all of these, but we must also come to understand how, as we work and
play, or cook, and clean, and garden at home, we have a huge impact on
water quality around us.
This book introduces us to our Catchment as well as moments in the Water
Cycle and the basic elements of Biodiversity which clean waters support.
It encourages us to be aware of how we may minimise our impacts and to be
active participants in protecting the waters of our Catchment
Our Catchment is An Laoi, the River Lee. It’s source is in the dramatic hills
above Lough Gougane Barra, the place of meditation and repose for Saint
Finbarr; from here it wends its way, slipping first through a mountain river,
easing into Lough Allua before entering the braided river channels of the
unique Gearagh woodland; stayed then by dams at Carrigadrohid and
Inniscarra, before flowing down through Cork City and into complex tidal
loughs, on into the Celtic Sea and the grand Atlantic. Where do I live in
this catchment? What role do I play in its journey? Come discover...

Welcome to the Water-Cycle!
Our Catchment’s journey from Source to Sea
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Managing our catchments requires
us to understand and integrate a
huge range of information – how

River Lee Source to Sea
A Catchment is a Community related by Water!

people are using the water, including
drinking, agriculture, industrial,
use for bathing; the geography
and geology of an area, looking
at how all the water bodies are
connected both above and below
ground, how the water flows from
where it falls as rain to the sea:
how people use the land and water
bodies and what livelihoods are
supported; and possible sources
of pollution, including urban waste
water treatment plants, septic
tanks and runoff from farming,
forestry, hard surfaces,
construction and landfills.
In recent years there has been
good progress in tackling
serious pollution but small point
and diffuse sources of pollution
and physical damage to river
corridors remain an issue.
This booklet is designed to inform
people of the part they play in
nature’s water cycle and provide us
with lots of information on how we
can reduce our impact on waters.
Hopefully, it will also encourage
better informed individuals and
communities to reconnect with
their local river and work together

This indicative map, based on an artwork by Declan O’Mahony, hints at the hills and
valleys of the River Lee. Where do you live? What is the nearest stream to your
home? What can we do to help conserve the waters and the wilds of
the River Lee Catchment?

Chun ár gcuid abhantrach a
bhainistiú ní mór dúinn glacadh
le réimse leathan eolais agus an
t-eolas úd a thuiscint – an leas
a bhaintear as uisce, mar shampla
ól, talmhaíocht, tionsclaíocht,
níochán chomh maith le tíreolas
agus geolaíocht an cheantair.
Caithfear féachaint ar an
gceangal idir na coirp uisce ar
fad atá faoi thalamh agus os a
chionn, ar an sruth uisce báistí
chun farraige, ar an leas a
bhaintear as an dtalamh chomh
maith le coirp uisce chun slí
beatha a bhaint amach.
Ní mór smaoineamh ar fhoinsí a
chruthódh truailliú mar
fhearais chóireála fuíolluisce
uirbeach, dabhaigh mhúnlaigh
agus taomadh ó fheirmeacha,
foraoisí, dromchlaí crua,
foirgníocht agus líonadh talún.
Le blianta beaga anuas tharla
an-chuid dul chun cinn maidir
le mórthruailliú a cheansú ach
tá mórán fós le déanamh maidir
le foinsí beaga truaillithe is iad
scaipthe óna chéile. Ceist mhór
fós is ea an díobháil fhisiciúil a
dhéantar do bhealaí abhann.
Is í aidhm an leabhráin seo ná
eolas a scaipeadh ar an ról a
bhíonn ag an bpobal maidir le
cúrsaí nádúrtha uisce agus
modhanna a mhíniú chun gur
féidir linn ár dtionchar ar uiscí a
laghdú. Táthar ag súil dá bharr
go mbeidh breis eolais againn go
léir ar na hábhair seo agus go
mbeimid in ann suim a chothú
san abhainn atá gar dúinn agus
cur le chéile chun gnáthóga agus
cáilíocht uisce araon
a athnuachan.

to restore habitat and water quality.
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Our Wildlife

If we can achieve high-quality waters in our Catchment, lots of benefits follow.  Following
are drawings of a few examples of the variety of species which we might see in our River
and along its banks.

Cormorant

Heron

How many species can you find?
Tick the boxes of any of the species below that you are lucky to see…
tell your friends and family!

Egret

Dipper

Humans

Mallard

Kingfisher

Otter

Salmon

Minnow

Eel

Once you have grown the Awareness (Part 1), and have undertaken Assessment of your local
Catchment (Part 2), you are then ready to do something with this knowledge. Part 3: Action
is separated into three spheres of potential activity for your group: Community, Riparian, and
Instream. Again, this is to be viewed as a Menu of suggestions…it is not exhaustive and you
(or your group) may come up with other activities which you consider relevant
to your local catchment.
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Swan

Bat

Trout

back

Stickle
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Bio-Monitors: Our Bugs!

Miracles in Our Midst

Instream Insects
The insects that live in a stream provide indication of water quality in what is known as the ‘Q’ Scale:
Q1=Very Poor Q2=Poor Q3=Moderate Q4=Good Q5 = Very Good
Q1 True Worm – Fíor - Phylum Annelida –normally live in silt and mud and can tolerate pollution
Q2 Whirlygig Beetle – Ciaróg Whirlygig – Gyrinidae - Oval, black-bronze sheen: predators/scavengers
Q3 Water Boatman – Bhádóra Uisce – Notonecta glauca: Carry bubbles of air under their wings
Q3 Cased Caddis Fly – Nimfeach Caddis Eitilt – Hydropsychidae: Builds home of twigs or pebbles
Q4 Mayfly nymph – Nimfeach Mayfly - Emphemeroptera Baetis: Very sensitive to pollution
Q5 Stone Fly nymph – Nimfeach Eitilt Cloch - Dinocras cephalotes: Indicator of the highest water quality
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Q5 Stone Fly

Q5 Stone Fly

What bugs will we find in Our Stream?
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Salmonids (Trout & Salmon)
Salmonids are good ‘bio-indicators’ or proof of high quality
environment as they are very fussy about their homes
(habitats)…they favour sparkling water tumbling over crisp
gravels in the dappled light of a diverse riparian zone.
For nutrition, they depend upon a suite of organisms that share
their requirement for pristine conditions. But, without
knowing it, many of our activities alter these habitats beyond
recognition, and our salmonids disappear.

Salmon – ‘The Numbers Game’
A frequently asked question is, “how many salmon survive from egg to maturity?”
This graphic conveys the odds against survival.
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Freshwater Pearl Mussels
Freshwater Pearl Mussels (Margaritifera margaritifera and M. durrovensis) were historically present in
most of the rivers of Ireland and indeed throughout northern Europe, but have been widespread and
largely anonymous victims of our inability to protect our waters. This is due in part to their complex
life-cycle: freshwater mussels are our longest-lived freshwater species (in excess of 100 years), and
are able to tolerate short-term pollution incidents (owing to their ability to ‘clam-up’ for some days at
a time and seal themselves off from malign water-borne influences such as chemicals and silt). Hence
older mussels may be present in a river of only average water quality and the conclusion may be
erroneously drawn that that river is ecologically sound. But what dedicated Irish researchers found
over the past few decades was that, due to even low-level pollution, there were few or no juveniles
present; they are unable to successfully reproduce in the vast majority of our rivers! Hence we must be
aware that, in our negligence to employ ‘best-practice’ in land- and sewage-management, for instance, we
are presiding over a slow-motion but inevitable extinction of a unique and precious species in our midst!

Left: Juvenile freshwater pearl mussels
on a native trout’s gill. Photograph at
250x by Evelyn Moorkens / Coomhola
Salmon Trust
Right: Adult freshwater pearl mussels

River Lee Source to Sea
‘Jumping across the River Lee’ is a well-known Cork pastime, particularly among school
children. Not a feat generally undertaken in Cork City but over the streams feeding Lough
Gougane Barra. The Lee provides Cork City and County with power, fishing, water sports,
internationally important habitats, and one of the largest harbours in the world.
Rising in the Shehy Mountains, those streams feeding Lough Gougane Barra are the Lee’s
source. Guagán Barra, which means the rock of Barra, was the 6th Century island home
of Saint Finbarr. From the Lough, the river flows down a steep-sided valley to Ballingeary
and then enters Lough Allua, at the eastern end of which is the village of Inchigeela
where trout can often be seen from the bridge. From here the Lee meanders some 14km
taking in tributary streams and rivers before entering an internationally important
alluvial wetland area – The Gearagh. The Gearagh is a rare inland delta system with
ancient woodlands on a multitude of small islands that have been in situ since the glaciers
retreated from this area some 8000 years ago. The Gearagh is an important bird
sanctuary and otter reserve.
In the 1950’s two dams were constructed, at Carrigadrohid and Inniscarra, creating the
Lee Reservoir which backs up into the Gearagh and, above Inniscarra, the Taiscumar
Reservoir. These reservoirs cover an area of about 14km2 and hold 45 million cubic
meters of water which is used to generate 80 million units of electricity a year. The
reservoirs are used for coarse fishing and water sports, including the National Rowing
Centre south of the village of Coachford.  Weighed against those benefits, the dam and
reservoir development resulted in the loss of houses, farmland, important habitat in the
Gearagh, and salmon access to the upper reaches of the Lee.
Below Inniscarra Dam, the River Lee enters lowland meander passing through the deeply
cut Lee Valley. At Ballincollig the river broadens and downstream of here enters the
historic callows of the Lee Fields with its public parks.  Here the river divides into the
North Channel and South Channel around the island upon which Cork City centre is built.
The channels re-converge to the east of the city centre at the Port of Cork. On leaving
the city the river enters Lough Mahon and Cork Harbour, among the largest natural
harbours in the world. The harbour contains a number of large islands including Great,
Little, Fota, Spike, and Haulbowline. Notable towns around Cork Harbour include Passage
West, Cobh, RIngaskiddy, Whitegate and Crosshaven. The lighthouse at Roche’s Point is
where the estuarine river enters the Celtic Sea and Atlantic Ocean.

What is Biodiversity?
Biodiversity, or
“Biological Diversity”,
refers to the sum total
interdependent web of
life, from
bacteria, microscopic
algae, fungi, through
to plants, trees,
amphibians, fish,
birds and mammals and people!!! If we
achieve “best-practice”
we can greatly
assist our community’s
capacity for Biodiversity.

HOME TRUTHS

The StreamScapes method views our toilets, sinks,
baths and showers as Tributaries to our Rivers!
What we put in them has a huge capacity to impact
on local Water Quality and Biodiversity. Outside our
homes in our gardens and yards we have an equal
ability to create or destroy natural habitats. These
tips will help restore water quality & biodiversity:

Household Best Practice

•

Avoid any Cleaning Products with Phosphates
or Bleach - they spoil the good work of your
sewage treatment plant / septic tank, leading to
aquatic pollution - use “eco-friendly” products!
•

Instream Insects

Did you know that a
survey or census of the
bugs that live in your
local river reveal the
environmental quality
of the water? Stone
flies, mayflies, and
cased caddis fly larvae
are amongst the most
pollution-sensitive
aquatic bugs…if you find
them in your river it is
a good sign! And another
good example of
Biodiversity in action.

Use the minimum of any cleaning product enough is enough!

• Do not use in-sink food macerators (they put
added strain on sewage treatment) - compost your
vegetable wastes and use as fertiliser in your garden!
• Any common household product labelled
Hazard or Poison or Irritant must be treated as
toxic waste when disposing of - follow Local
Authority guidelines and do not put in drains!!!

Salmon

The status of
Salmon in local rivers
is a great indicator of
local environmental
quality. When they are
present, they are proof
that multiple terrestrial,
instream, and marine
habitats are in balance.
This is because salmon
depend upon an entire
suite of other, similarly
sensitive organisms to
thrive…Biodiversity!

F

* Pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs)
include drugs, soaps, and cosmetics...these should NEVER Freshwater Mussels
be put down drains or toilets as they HARM Waters and The study of Biodiversity is
Wilds downstream of your home!
full of wondrous
stories… the Freshwater
Pearl Mussel (FPM), which
• Keep your garden low-maintenance and low
used to live in most of
water-dependent, but covered in established
Ireland’
s rivers but is now
sod (and not hard-surfaced) to avoid contributing
considered
extremely
to peak urban rainfall run-off. Use native plants
threatened, is the longest
and trees to establish suitable local habitats.
lived species, living over
100 years. The microscopic
• Avoid herbicides, pesticides, and application of
juveniles spend a winter
fertilisers - find natural ways to garden.
attached to a trout’s gill…
this is how they migrate.
• Remember that disturbed ground contributes
They are very sensitive to
silt to local water courses - silts are a major
nutrient & silt pollution.
enemy of aquatic biodiversity.
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